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The Programming + Property
Management Revolution
The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 has certainly
accelerated many trends in the multifamily industry — and it has
also shifted key paradigms. With resident priorities for space and
programming evolving to suit this new normal, it’s time for operators
and investors to audit — and potentially overhaul — their offerings.
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The New Normal =
A New Renter

we focus on three core areas of innovation

Differentiated amenities and programming have
been gaining ground in multifamily housing — for
quite some time, apartment living has been about
more than just location. The COVID-19 pandemic has
drastically changed resident needs and priorities
— with more time spent inside, distanced from
others, and focused on wellness. Agile programming
and innovative property management are the
keys to multifamily performance. The first phase
of pandemic response saw a swift pivot to virtual
touring and leasing, and the second was defined by
amenity shifts that serve pandemic-era needs.
Leading multifamily operators are enhancing the
resident experience — and raising the bar for consumer
expectations — which helps guarantee revenue recovery.
In this report, CBRE and Streetsense explore the new
COVID-era resident profile and highlight how some
top multifamily operators have pivoted and evolved
their offering to meet this demand — creating new
standards and industry best practices to ensure the
multifamily sector is positioned for strong recovery.

VIRTUAL LEASING
CONCIERGE + PARTNERSHIPS
DISTANCED ACTIVATIONS
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The U.S. multifamily market has come through
the 2020 recession, so far, much better than
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expected. Multifamily demand weakened
significantly, but not to the magnitude
predicted based on previous recessions
or this year’s economic shocks to the U.S.
According to RealPage data, the September
points higher than before the pandemic hit.
Rents have edged down, but the overall loss
of 1.5% in effective rent over the COVID-19
period (March to September) was moderate.
Of course, Q4 is typically a weak quarter due
to seasonal leasing trends. And the market
statistics do not measure negative impact
on NOIs from rent deferment, elimination
of fees and added expenses to adjust for
recommended COVID-19 protocols.

The brightest spots in the market
landscape are in suburban
submarkets, more affordable product
and secondary markets. Urban
submarkets, Class A communities
and gateway markets have been
impacted more. They will bear
more battle scars from the 2020
recession when the downcycle has
completed its course in 2021.
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vacancy rate of 4.2% was only 20 basis
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Capital
Markets
The resilience of the
multifamily sector is
also evident in the
capital markets world.
The availability of very
attractive agency debt
pricing and the strong
appetite of private
buyers kept the impact
of the 2020 recession
far less damaging
to investment and
financing activity than
in past recessions.
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2021:
Projected
Recovery
For the U.S. multifamily sector, 2021
marks a year of largely rising rental
rates and falling vacancy as demand
strengthens. The product sectors that

The new year will also provide
property operators the well-deserved
opportunity to further refine new
operating practices put into place
quickly in spring 2020 and further
enhance the living environment
for millions of American renters.

performed the best in 2020 have a head
2021. They will likely reach pre-COVID
rent levels before the year is out. The
sectors that were more impacted by the
recession may not stabilize until mid
2021, but after that should move to a
path of steady recovery and reach preCOVID levels in early- to mid-2022.
The new year will also bring rising
investment and financing activity.
Renewed confidence in market
performance will attract previously
sidelined investors and lenders.
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start on the recovering momentum in
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Key Stats:
Leasing
in the
COVID Era
CBRE worked with a research partner
to develop key takeaways in the
shift to virtual leasing. The biggest
lessons learned? Leasing teams that
shorten response time generate many
more leases and secure retention.

Ellis Partners In Management
Solutions, a group that researches
customer service in multifamily,
surveyed and mystery-shopped 3,100
properties in spring and summer 2020.
A mere 35% of prospects received
a call back within 48 hours after
leaving a message with the property.
Prospects averaged 2.4 phone calls
before reaching a live individual.
Of the types of virtual leasing tactics,
personalized live video tours and
personalized recorded video tours
were shown to be the most effective
— yet only a third of properties are
offering personalized live video tours.
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+ Diversified Virtual Leasing Strategies:

Virtual
Leasing
Pre-pandemic, virtual leasing
innovation was moving fast — but
COVID-19 and social distancing
measures pushed reliance on this
tactic even further.

One option is no longer enough — the
most successful approaches offer
multiple ways for prospects to engage:
• Recorded tours on-demand
• Personalized live tours via FaceTime,
Whatsapp, Zoom, and other
technology partners like Realync
• Self-guided on-demand tours through
technologies like Matterport
• After hours self-guided tours using remote
locking technologies also allow for 24/7
leasing — using a quick prescreening
process with unique access codes give
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prospects the freedom and flexibility to
tour when most convenient for them
• Website chat bots
+ Supercharged Referrals with Rentgrata:
This referral platform incentivizes wordof-mouth referrals for current residents,
and provides an opportunity for prospects
to connect directly with residents.
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+ Amenitized Partnerships: Dry-cleaning and laundry services
like Dry DC will pick up and drop off directly from residents’ units.
In-unit cleaning services such as The Minte are also providing
discounts through partnerships with multifamily operators.
+ Contactless Delivery + Package Innovation: Many new
partnerships solve for contactless delivery — with food drop-off
“cubbies” like Minnow Pods, which ensure delivery services can
The Minte

safely and securely drop meals for residents to pick up. Parcel

Pending provides physical lockers that protect packages, as well
as ensure fewer points of contact. Additionally, Fetch is a cost

Concierge +
Partnerships
Now is the time to double
down on renter experience.
One way to do this: property
managers are seeking
out local partnerships
to increase renter
satisfaction and affinity.

effective service when on-site package lockers are not in place.
+ Investment in Mass Communication Tools: It has never been
more important to communicate clearly and consistently. Many
operators are partnering with services like Mobile Doorman,
Valet Living, Active Living Active Building, and SitePlan to
strengthen the feedback loop for residents. Employeefocused engagement surveys through Swift Bunny and
Ellis Engagement Tools build and nurture relationships.
+ Restaurant Partnerships To Support Local Favorites: In the
early days of shelter-in-place orders, many forward-thinking
and responsive property management teams saw opportunities
to enrich local communities while providing value to residents
— as restaurants quickly pivoted to take-out and delivery only,
some property managers forged partnerships for meal delivery.

+ Chef-Led Cooking Classes: This type of activation
lends an air of exclusivity — with almost everything
being virtual now, we’re seeing residents more
motivated by personalized, intimate gatherings.
This activation allows residents to get face
time with local personalities and experts.
+ Fitness Classes with Local Studio Instructors: This
option brings residents the small-group boutique
fitness experience while at home, while helping
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them feel more connected to the local community.
+ DIY with Masters of the Craft: Niche interests are
key — for example, Equity Residential’s events
and activations team has put together a series on
Virtual Floral Arranging classes. Your local plant
shop, bike shop, and leather goods stores would
all be excellent resources for creating a curated
experience. Communities are also offering more
practical help — with in-home service requests more
difficult, on-site maintenance teams have done DIY
repair classes, covering tasks like changing out your
HVAC filters, resetting garbage disposals, and more.
+ Connecting with Fellow Residents: Communities
have been holding virtual bingo events, distanced
happy hours, and drive-in ice-cream trucks in
order to provide social outlets to residents.

Distanced
Activations
“Video fatigue” — the exhaustion
that results from the videocallheavy lifestyle of the past six
months — has forced property
managers and events teams
to get even more creative and
engaging with activations.

CBRE and Streetsense’s joint venture helps unlock value for
brands and their customers; reimagine environments where
people live, work, and play; drive demand for clients; and foster
community and sense of place. Together, we strengthen our ability
to connect with end users across industries and geographies.
For more on our partnership, please visit us at cbre.us/streetsense.
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